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Teleportation-based number-state manipulation with number-sum measurement
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We examine various manipulations of photon number states which can be implemented by teleportation
technique with number-sum measurement. The preparations of the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen resources as well
as the number-sum measurement resulting in projection to certain Bell state may be done conditionally with
linear optical elements, i.e., beam splitters, phase shifters, and zero-one-photon detectors. Squeezed vacuum
states are used as primary entanglement resource, while single-photon sources are not required.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Extensive research and development have been done re-
cently on quantum information technologies, and teleporta-
tion is known to provide important tools for quantum com-
munication and information processing. Its protocol was
originally proposed by using a two-dimensional system, qu-
bit, such as the polarization of light@1#. Other protocols were
also considered to teleport the quadrature phase components
@2,3# and the multidimensional states such as photon number
states@1,3–5#. Among these media for quantum teleporta-
tion, the photon number Fock space may be considered more
promising in the viewpoint that it provides higher-
dimensional states such as qutrits to carry more quantum
information than qubits.

In order to perform faithfully the number-state teleporta-
tion in some finite-dimensional subspace of Fock space,
maximally entangled Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen~EPR! re-
source is required. Then, we have proposed recently a prac-
tical method to generate such EPR states@6#. That is, more
entangled states are obtained from a pair of squeezed
vacuum states via swapping by performing the number-phase
Bell measurement. In particular, the resultant states are maxi-
mally entangled by adjusting the two squeezing parameters
to the same value. This may be viewed as entanglement con-
centration @7#. The number-state teleportation can be per-
formed by using these number-phase Bell states. It is noticed
in this teleportation that some manipulations are made such
as shift and truncation of photon number states and also scal-
ing of amplitudes by the ratio of two squeezing parameters.
In this way, teleportation protocols may be considered at the
same time as those to manipulate input states by projective
measurements with EPR resources~irrespective of teleporta-
tion fidelity!. In fact, quantum scissors protocol is investi-
gated for number-state truncation by projective measurement
@8–10#. Therefore, we may expect that various manipula-
tions of number-states are implemented via teleportation
without knowing the input states. This method can also be
used to transfer to the output states the quantum information
encoded in the EPR resources.

In this paper, we examine various manipulations of

number-states based on teleportation using projective mea-
surement of Bell state with certain number-sum. For this
purpose, EPR resources with number difference 0 and those
with number-sumN are found to be useful. These essential
ingredients for teleportation, EPR resources and projective
measurements, will be realized experimentally with linear
optics, specifically beam splitters, phase shifters, and zero-
one-photon detectors. Squeezed vacuum states are used as
primary entanglement resource, while single-photon sources
are not required. This may be an interesting point in the
present scheme.

In Sec. II we consider the desired EPR resources. Then, in
Sec. III we describe how the projective measurements to the
number-sum Bell states are realized with linear optics. In
Sec. IV some basic manipulations are obtained via number-
state teleportations with these EPR resources and the
number-sum measurement, and then by combining these
tools various manipulations are constructed. Section V is de-
voted to summary.

II. EPR RESOURCE

We begin with examining the EPR resource which may be
shared by Bob and Alice for number-state teleportation. We
present in the following two kinds of EPR resources with
certain number difference and sum, respectively, and con-
sider their characteristic properties.

A. Number difference resource

An EPR state with number difference 0 is given generally
with amplitude distributiond5(d1 ,d2 , . . . ) by

uEPR&125u0,d&12
(2)5 (

k50

`

dkuk&1uk&2 . ~1!

Among such states, squeezed vacuum states generated by
parametric down conversion may be primarily interesting.
They are used widely as entanglement resource in various
experiments utilizing photons. A two-mode squeezed
vacuum state is described as

ul&125~12l2!1/2(
k50

`

lkuk&1uk&2 , ~2!*Electronic address: kitagawa@nucleng.kyoto-u.ac.jp
†Electronic address: yamamoto@nucleng.kyoto-u.ac.jp
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wherel is the squeezing parameter. This nonuniform num-
ber distribution withl,1 in Eq. ~2! is attributed to the fact
that the Fock space is infinite dimensional while the energy
should be finite for the physical states. Hence, the squeezed
vacuum states are not maximally entangled. We may also use
a photon-subtracted state which is generated from a squeezed
vacuum state@11#:

ul,21&125A~12l2!3

11l2 (
k50

`

~k11!lkuk&1uk&2 . ~3!

EPR states with number differenceDNÞ0 may further be
used, with which the photon number shift is induced via
teleportation. They are, however, not considered in the fol-
lowing, since the number shift ofDN5Ñ2N is also realized
by taking number-sumN EPR states and number-sumÑ
measurement, as seen in Sec. IV.

B. Number-sum resource

We next consider EPR states with number-sumN. An
N-photon entangled state is given generally by

uEPR&125uN,d&12
(1)5 (

k50

N

dkuN2k&1uk&2 . ~4!

Specifically, we consider the Bell states of number-sum and
phase difference@6,12,13#,

uN,m&125 (
k50

N
@~vN11* !m#k

AN11
uN2k&1uk&2 , ~5!

where m50,1, . . . ,N mod N11 (uN,21&12[uN,N&12,
etc.!, and the (N11) root is given by

vN11[exp@ i2p/~N11!#, ~vN11!N1151. ~6!

These Bell states with number-sumN are also the eigenstates
of the suitably defined Hermitian operator of phase differ-
ence, and the eigenvalues are given by

fm
(N)5

2p

N11
m. ~7!

Here an arbitrary nonzero reference phase may be included
in fm

(N) by a phase shift of the mode 2 asa2→eifa2 in Eq.
~5!, though it does not change the following investigations.

As proposed in Ref.@6#, we can generate the number-
phase Bell states by performing the number-phase measure-
ment on a pair of squeezed vacuum states. Two squeezed
vacuum states, 1-3 system and 2-4 system, are rearranged via
swapping~1-3, 2-4! → ~1-2, 3-4! as

ul&13ul8&245~12l2!1/2~12l82!1/2(
N50

`
K~l,l8,N!

AN11

3 (
m50

N

uN,2m&34uN,m,r &12. ~8!

Here, the generalized Bell states are introduced as

uN,m,r &125
lNAN11

K~l,l8,N!
(
k50

N
@~vN11* !m#k

AN11
r kuN2k&1uk&2

~9!

with the ratio of the squeezing parameters

r 5l8/l ~10!

and the normalization factor

K~l,l8,N!5F l2(N11)2l82(N11)

l22l82
G 1/2

. ~11!

Then, the generalized Bell stateuN,m,r &12 is obtained by the
number-phase measurement ofuN,2m&34:

ul&13ul8&24⇒uN,m,r &12. ~12!

In particular, they are maximally entangled by adjusting the
squeezing parameters asl5l8, i.e.,

uN,m,r &12 →
l5l8

uN,m&12[uN,m,1&12. ~13!

The probability to obtain the specific Bell stateuN,m,r &12 by
measuringuN,2m&34 is given from Eq.~8! as

P~N,l,l8!5
~12l2!~12l82!l2N

N11

12r 2(N11)

12r 2
. ~14!

This probability is evaluated for the typical cases ofr as

P~N,l,l8!'H ~12l̄2!l̄2N

N11
~r 2@1,r 2!1!

~12l2!2l2N ~r'1!,

~15!

wherel̄5max@l,l8#. It is then estimated for genericr with
optimal value ofl̄'@12(N11)21#1/2'0.7–0.9 for 1<N
<5 as

P~N,l,l8!;
p~N!

e~N11!2
, ~16!

where @12(N11)21#N'1/e for N@1 is considered.
The success probabilityp(N) for the measurement of
uN,2m&34 is included henceforth, as will be given in Eq.
~42!, since it may be done conditionally.

There are of course other maximally entangledN-photon
states than the number-phase Bell states, e.g. (u2&1u0&2

1 i u1&1u1&21u0&1u2&2)/A3 with N52. Some general meth-
ods to obtainN-photon entangled states have been investi-
gated by utilizing linear optical devices@14,15#.
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III. NUMBER-SUM MEASUREMENT

We adopt the measurement resulting in projection to cer-
tain Bell state with number-sumÑ,

uBell&015uÑ,d̃&01
(1)5(

l 50

Ñ

d̃l uÑ2 l &0u l &1 , ~17!

whereÑ may or may not be equal toN of the EPR resource
uN,d&12

(1) . Actually, as shown in Fig. 1, the number-sum

measurement for the Bell stateuÑ,d̃&01
(1) may be performed

with some probability by setting suitably linear optical ele-
ments, i.e., beam splitters, phase shifters, and zero-one-
photon detectors. This method is based on the idea of photon
chopping@16,17#. Since the total number of photons is con-
served through this linear optical set, the number-sumÑ is
measured as the total count of photon detections. The aim of
the present analysis is to provide various manipulations of
photon number-states with linear optics, and hence we as-
sume for clarity that the zero-one-photon detectors can ide-
ally discriminate the photon numbersn50, 1, and more. The
estimate of efficiency in actual experiments with imperfect
detectors will be presented elsewhere specifically for the ma-
nipulations of qubits and qutrits. The single-photon detection
is essential and quite challenging for realizing quantum com-
munication and processing with photon number-states. It is
indeed encouraging that some significant developments and
new proposals have been made for single-photon detection to
achieve the quantum efficiency close to unity@18,19#.

The projection to the number-sum Bell stateuÑ,d̃&01
(1) in

Eq. ~17! will be done as follows by attaching some number
of ancilla modes which are initially in the vacuum states

u0&a’s. By suitably setting the optical elements and choosing
their parameters, the desired Bell state may be transformed
as

uÑ,d̃&01
(1)u0&a’s5gd̃u1&18•••u1&Ñ8u0& (Ñ11)8u0& (Ñ12)8•••

1••• ~18!

with nonzero coefficientgd̃ , while any orthogonal state
uÑ' ,d̃'&01

(1) does not contain the first component, where
‘‘ ••• ’’ in the second line represents the output states with
other photon number distributions. Then, by registering one
photon in the output ports 18 to Ñ8 and no photon in the
others, we can measure the Bell stateuÑ,d̃&01

(1) conditionally
with success probability

p~Ñ,d̃!5ugd̃u2. ~19!

It should be mentioned that the number-sum is not enough
to specify the Bell state in Eq.~17! with the amplitude dis-
tribution d̃. Then, the joint measurement of number-sum and
phase difference is usually adopted in number-state telepor-
tation @3–6#, which results in the projection to the Bell state

uÑ,f&015(
l 50

Ñ
~e2 if!k

AÑ11
uÑ2 l &0u l &1 . ~20!

This state becomesuÑ,m̃&01 with the discrete eigenvalue of

phase differencef5fm̃
(Ñ) . We may eliminate the phase fac-

tor (e2 if)k with a phase shifter on the mode 1 making the
transformationa1→eifa1. Hence, in the following we adopt
specifically the projective measurement of theÑ-photon Bell
state with phase differencef50,

uÑ,0&015
uÑ&0u0&11uÑ21&0u1&11•••1u0&0uÑ&1

AÑ11
~21!

with

d̃5~1,1, . . . ,1!/AÑ11. ~22!

The projective measurement ofuÑ,0&01 may be done
practically with linear optics. The measurement ofu0,0&01

with Ñ50 and u1,0&01, u1,1&01 with Ñ51 is made at the
same time through a 50-50 beam splitter with photon count-
ings on the two output ports, as is well known. For the case
of u2,0&01 with Ñ52, we have recently proposed a condi-
tional method, which would be extended to the cases ofÑ

>3. The number-phase Bell basesuÑ,m̃&01 to be measured
are explicitly given forÑ50 with v151, Ñ51 with v2

521, andÑ52 with v3[v, v351 ~the indices 0 and 1
denoting the modes omitted! as

Ñ50: u0,0&5u0&u0&, ~23!

FIG. 1. A schematic diagram for the linear optical detector of

Bell stateuÑ,d̃&01
(1) with number-sumÑ. The input two-mode state,

which may containuÑ,d̃&01
(1) , enters the detector together with the

vacuum states of several ancilla modes. Only the Bell state

uÑ,d̃&01
(1) passing through this detector gives the output of the one-

photon states in theÑ ports (18 to Ñ8) and the vacuum states in the
other ports with probability amplitudegd̃ .
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Ñ51: u1,0&5~ u1&u0&1u0&u1&)/A2,

u1,1&5~ u1&u0&2u0&u1&)/A2, ~24!

Ñ52: u2,0&5~ u2&u0&1u1&u1&1u0&u2&)/A3,

u2,1&5~ u2&u0&1v* u1&u1&1vu0&u2&)/A3,

u2,2&5~ u2&u0&1vu1&u1&1v* u0&u2&)/A3. ~25!

We describe in the following the projective measurement of
these Bell states.

A linear optical operation on the two modesi and j is
made by a combination of beam splitter and phase shifter,
which is represented by a U~2! transformation as

S ai
†

aj
†D 5U ( i j )S ai 8

†

aj 8
† D , ~26!

where

U ( i j )5S c 2sh

sj chj
D

( i j )

~27!

with c21s251 (c,s>0) and uhu5uju51. Generally, it
should be noted that any unitary transformation of U(N)
amongN-photon modes can be realized in this way@20#. The
number-phase Bell measurement can be done for the cases of
Ñ50,1 by using a 50-50 beam splitter with

~c,s,j,h!(01)5~1/A2,1/A2,1,1!, ~28!

as shown in Fig. 2. The Bell states are transformed through
the beam splitter as

Ñ50: u0,0&015u0&08u0&18 , ~29!

Ñ51: u1,0&015u1&08u0&18 ,

u1,1&0152u0&08u1&18 . ~30!

Then, if no photons are registered by the photon detectors,
the stateu0,0&01 is measured. On the other hand, if we detect
one photon in the mode 08 (18) and none in the mode 18
(08), we measure the stateu1,0&01 (u1,1&01). The other re-
sults of the photon detectors indicate the states with number-
sum more than 1. In this special case withÑ50,1, theBell
measurement can be done completely with success probabil-
ity

p~Ñ50,1!51. ~31!

The measurement of Bell stateu2,0&01 with Ñ52 can be
done conditionally, as shown in Fig. 3, introducing one an-
cilla mode ‘‘a. ’’ A series of unitary transformations such as
given in Eq.~26! are made among these three modes through
this optical set@20#:

U5U (0a)U (1a)U (01) , ~32!

where these unitary matrices are 333 ones by extending
obviously Eq.~26!. The number-phase Bell states ofÑ52
with the ancilla mode attached are given by

u2,m̃&01u0&a5(
i , j

Ci j
(m̃)ai

†aj
†u0&0u0&1u0&a

5 (
i 8, j 8

Ci 8 j 8
(m̃)8ai 8

† aj 8
† u0&08u0&18u0&a8 . ~33!

These states are transformed withU as

FIG. 2. A schematic diagram for the measurement of the Bell

statesuÑ50,m̃50& and uÑ51,m̃50,1&, where ‘‘BS’’ and ‘‘PD’’
represent the beam splitter and photon detector, respectively. These

Bell states with number-sumÑ50,1 can be determined completely
with the 50-50 beam splitter from the result of the two photon
detectors, when they both detect the vacuum or one-photon states.

FIG. 3. A schematic diagram for the measurement of the Bell

state uÑ52,m̃50&, where ‘‘BS,’’ ‘‘PD,’’ and ‘‘M’’ represent the
beam splitter combined with phase shifter~if necessary!, photon
detector, and mirror, respectively. By adjusting suitably the param-
eters of beam splitters, as given in the text, the Bell state

uÑ52,m̃50& to be measured is identified conditionally when the
specific output stateu0&08u1&18u1&a8 is obtained by the three photon
detectors.

A. KITAGAWA AND K. YAMAMOTO PHYSICAL REVIEW A 68, 042324 ~2003!
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C(m̃)→C(m̃)85UTC(m̃)U, ~34!

and particularly

u2,0&01u0&a5g0u0&08u1&18u1&a81•••, ~35!

u2,1&01u0&a5g1u0&08u1&18u1&a81•••, ~36!

u2,2&01u0&a5g2u0&08u1&18u1&a81•••, ~37!

wheregm̃[C18a8
(m̃)8 and ‘‘••• ’’ represents the other orthogonal

states. It is here possible to adjust the parameters of the linear
operationU so as to give

g0Þ0, g150, g250. ~38!

The relevant parameters are taken for example as

~c,s,h,j!(0a)5S 1

A2
,

1

A2
,1,1D , ~39!

~c,s,h,j!(1a)5SA2

3
,

1

A3
,1,

11 i

A2
D , ~40!

~c,s,h,j!(01)5SA3

8
,2A5

8
,1,

31 i

A10
D . ~41!

Then, only the stateu2,0&01u0&a has the component of
u0&08u1&18u1&a8 , while the statesu2,1&01u0&a and u2,2&01u0&a
do not have. This means that if we observe the state
u0&08u1&18u1&a8 with Ñ52 by the photon detectors, we mea-
sure the desired stateu2,0&01. The probability to detect
u0&08u1&18u1&a8 as the conditional measurement ofu2,0&01 is
determined with the above parameters as

p~Ñ52!5ug0u253/8. ~42!

Similarly, we can measure the Bell statesu2,61&01. It is
even desired that this method with linear optical operations
for the conditional Bell measurement may be extended to the
cases ofÑ>3.

IV. TELEPORTATION AND MANIPULATION

We now investigate the number-state teleportation with
number-sum measurement. In general, the input state~mode
0! is prepared as

uc in&05 (
n50

`

cn
inun&0 . ~43!

Alice and Bob share some entanglement resourceuEPR&12,
as presented in Sec. II. Then, Alice performs the number-sum
measurement on the modes 0 and 1, as described in Sec. III.
Then, after Alice succeeds in the measurement ofuÑ,0&01
with some probability, Bob obtains the output state in the
mode 2 as

ucout&2510̂ Ñ,0uuc in&0uEPR&12

5 (
n50

`

cn
outun&2 . ~44!

We here do not suppose the unitary transformation by Bob
for simplicity. It is interesting that experimental results have
been reported recently for the teleportation of vacuum-one-
photon qubit based on this Bell measurement withÑ51
@10,21#.

A. Number difference resource

The output state using an EPR resourceu0,d&12
(2) with

number difference 0 is given as

ucout&25
1

AÑ11
(
k50

Ñ

dkcÑ2k
in uk&2 ~45!

with (k→n)

cn
out5dncÑ2n

in /AÑ11~0<n<Ñ!. ~46!

Hence, this teleportation realizes the reversal of number dis-
tribution as(0,1, . . . ,Ñ)→(Ñ, . . . ,1,0), and theinforma-
tion of d in the EPR resource is encoded in the output state.

In particular, using the squeezed vacuum stateul& we
obtain a manipulation

cn
in→lncÑ2n

in
~0<n<Ñ!, ~47!

where the overall factor independent ofn is omitted for sim-
plicity. The probabilityP52^coutucout&2 to obtain this output
state is calculated depending on the relevant parameters by

P~Ñ,l,cin!5
~12l2!

Ñ11
(
n50

Ñ

l2nucÑ2n
in u2. ~48!

Here the success probabilityp(Ñ) for the conditional mea-
surement ofuÑ,0&12, as given in Eq.~42!, is omitted for
simplicity.

By using the photon-subtracted stateul,21&, we also ob-
tain a manipulation

cn
in→~n11!lncÑ2n

in
~0<n<Ñ!, ~49!

corresponding to the derivativedln11/dl5(n11)ln. The
success probability is calculated as

P~Ñ,l,21,cin!5
~12l2!3

~Ñ11!~11l2!
(
n50

Ñ

~n11!2l2nucÑ2n
in u2.

~50!

B. Number-sum resource

The output state using an EPR resourceuN,d&12
(1) with

number-sumN is given as

TELEPORTATION-BASED NUMBER-STATE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 68, 042324 ~2003!
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ucout&25
1

AÑ11
(

k5n0

N

dkck1DN
in uk&2 ~51!

with

cn
out5dncn1DN

in /AÑ11~n0<n<N!, ~52!

where

DN5Ñ2N, ~53!

n05max@0,2DN#. ~54!

Hence, this teleportation realizes the number shift ofDN as

un1DN&→un&. ~55!

Due to the conditions 0<k<N and 0< l<Ñ with l 5N
2k, the sum is taken over the photon numbern (k→n) in
the output state asn0<n<N, i.e.,

n~out!5H 0, . . . ,N ~Ñ>N!

uDNu, . . . ,N ~Ñ,N!.
~56!

Here it should be noted that for the case ofÑ,N the
number-state is truncated belowuDNu as well as aboveN.

By using specifically the generalized number-phase Bell
stateuN,0,r &12, we obtain a manipulation

cn
in→r ncn1DN

in ~n0<n<N! ~57!

with the probability

P~Ñ,N,r ,cin!5
12r 2

12r 2(N11) (
n5n0

N r 2nucn1DN
in u2

Ñ11
. ~58!

That is, the scaling byr,

a†→ra†, ~59!

is realized in addition to the number shift ofDN. The scaling
factor r 5l8/l may be larger or smaller than 1 by adjusting
the two squeezing parameters. This manipulation~57! may

be decomposed to the number shift ofDN with r 51 (l
5l8) and the scaling byr with Ñ5N.

C. Various manipulations

We have obtained some basic manipulations of number-
states via teleportation, where the projective measurement of
the Bell stateuÑ,0& with number-sumÑ and phase differ-
ence 0 is adopted. They are listed together with the EPR
resources in Table I:~a! Reversal1 scaling rearranges the
number-state amplitudes in reverse order together with scal-
ing by the squeezing parameterl; ~b! reversal1 derivative
rearranges the number-state amplitudes in reverse order to-
gether with differentiation with respect tol; ~c! number shift
makes addition or subtraction ofuDNu photons;~d! Scaling
makes magnification of the number-state amplitudes by the
powers ofr ~the ratio of the squeezing parameters!. In these
manipulations, the number-states are truncated by the photon
numbers of the Bell state and the EPR resources. The success
probabilities of these manipulations may be evaluated in Eqs.
~48!, ~50!, and~58! typically for the state with uniform num-
ber distribution up to Ñ, i.e., ucn

inu251/(Ñ11) for n

50,1, . . . ,Ñ andcn
in50 for n>Ñ11:

P(a)5
p~Ñ!

~Ñ11!2
~12l2(Ñ11)!, ~60!

P(b)5
p~Ñ!

~Ñ11!2

~12l2!3

~11l2!
(
n50

Ñ

~n11!2l2n, ~61!

P(c)5
p~Ñ!

~Ñ11!2 S 12
n0

N11D , ~62!

P(d)5
p~Ñ!

~Ñ11!2
. ~63!

Here the success probabilityp(Ñ) for the conditional mea-
surement ofuÑ,0&12 is also included, as given in Eq.~42!.

By combining these teleportation-based tools~a!–~d!, we
can perform various manipulations of number-states, as pre-

TABLE I. Some basic manipulations are listed together with the EPR resources. The projective measurement is made for the Bell state

uÑ,0& with number-sumÑ and phase difference 0. The overall factors in the resultant output states are omitted for simplicity.~a! Reversal
1 scaling rearranges the number-state amplitudes in reverse order together with scaling by the squeezing parameterl. ~b! Reversal
1 derivative rearranges the number-state amplitudes in reverse order together with differentiation with respect tol. ~c! Number shift makes
addition or subtraction ofuDNu photons.~d! Scaling makes magnification of the number-state amplitudes by the powers ofr ~the ratio of the
squeezing parameters!.

~a! Reversal1 scaling ~b! Reversal1 derivative ~c! Number shift ~d! Scaling

uEPR& ul& ul,21& uN,0,r 51& uN5Ñ,0,r &
Outputcn

out
lncÑ2n

in (n11)lncÑ2n
in

cn1DN
in (DN5Ñ2N) r ncn

in (r 5l8/l)

Photon number rangen
Input Ñ, . . . ,0 Ñ, . . . ,0 max@0,DN#, . . . ,Ñ 0, . . . ,N

Output 0, . . . ,Ñ 0, . . . ,Ñ max@0,2DN#, . . . ,N 0, . . . ,N
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sented in the following. The net success probabilities are
roughly estimated withP(a) –P(d) in Eqs. ~60!–~63!. They
may appear to be somewhat small since the success probabil-
ity P(N,l,l8) as given in Eq.~16! is further multiplied for
the manipulations~c! and ~d! to prepare the EPR resource
uN,0,r &.

The genuine reversal of number-state can be realized
since the scaling associated with the manipulation~a! can be
canceled by the manipulation~d! with suitably adjusted
squeezing parameters:

„manipulation~d!@r 5l8/l51/l9#…•„manipulation~a!@l9#…

⇒~c0
in , . . . ,cÑ

in
!→~cÑ

in , . . . ,c0
in!. ~64!

The net success probability for the reversal is estimated from
Eqs.~60! and ~63! together with Eq.~16! as

P~reversal!;
p~Ñ!3

e~Ñ11!6
. ~65!

Numerically, we haveP(reversal)5631023 for a qubit
(u0&10.5u1&)/A110.52 with l50.49, l850.7, l950.7,
and p(Ñ51)51 and P(reversal)5231025 for a qutrit
(u0&10.5u1&10.52u2&)/A110.5210.54 with l50.7, l8

50.49, l950.7, andp(Ñ52)53/8.
On the other hand, by making the manipulation~a! rever-

sal1 scaling twice, we obtain the manipulation~d! scaling as

„manipulation~a!@l8#…•„manipulation~a!@l#…

⇒„manipulation~d!@r 5l8/l#…, ~66!

i.e.,

cn
in→lncÑ2n

in

→l8n@l Ñ2ncÑ2(Ñ2n)
in

#5l Ñr ncn
in . ~67!

This really corresponds to the fact that two number-phase
measurements are made for the number-state teleportation
with the number-phase Bell states, as described in Ref.@6#.

We can also make some manipulations by using the~c!

number shift with truncation. By choosingÑ5N (DN50)
in the ~c!, i.e., r 51 in the ~d!, we obtain the quantum scis-
sors@8–10#,

~c0
in , . . . ,cN

in ,cN11
in , . . . !→~c0

in , . . . ,cN
in ,0, . . .!. ~68!

The success probability is estimated with Eqs.~16! and~62!
as

P~scissors;N!;
p~N!2

e~N11!4
. ~69!

Furthermore, by using the~c! number shift twice with
(N,Ñ)5(N22N1 ,N2) (DN5N1>0) and then (N,Ñ)

5(N2,N22N1) (DN52N1<0), we obtain another kind of
scissors which cut both sides of the number-state (n,N1 and
n.N2) as

~c0
in , . . . ,cN1

in , . . . ,cN2

in , . . . !

→~cN1

in , . . . ,cN2

in ,0, . . .!

→~0, . . . ,0,cN1

in , . . . ,cN2

in ,0, . . .!, ~70!

i.e.,

(
n50

`

cn
inun&→ (

n5N1

N2

cn
inun&, ~71!

where the normalization factor in the output state is omitted.
The net success probability is estimated with Eqs.~16! and
~62! as

P~scissors;N1 ,N2!;
p~N22N1!2p~N2!2

e2~N22N111!3~N211!5
. ~72!

By choosing particularlyN15N25N>0 in Eq. ~71!, we
obtain a quantum extractor as

(
n50

`

cn
inun&→uN& ~ ucN

inuÞ0!, ~73!

transmitting only the specific number-stateuN&. If cN
in50

incidentally, to extractuN& the combined measurements with
N15N25N, as mentioned above, succeed with zero prob-
ability; the stateuN& cannot be extracted if the input state
does not contain it. Single-photon quantum-nondemolition
detectors with linear optics and projective measurements
have been considered recently@22#. This quantum extractor
in fact acts asN-photon quantum-nondemolition detector for
N50,1,2, and so on. Thesuccess probability is estimated in
Eq. ~72! with N15N25N andp(0)51 as

P~extractor;N!;
p~N!2

e2~N11!5
. ~74!

The N-photon source may be obtained more efficiently in
another way from the vacuum stateu0& with the EPR re-
sourceuN,0,1& and the measurement ofu0,0& as

~c!@N;Ñ50#⇒u0&→uN&. ~75!

The success probability is estimated from Eqs.~16! and~62!

with p(Ñ50)51 as

P~ u0&→uN&);
p~N!

e~N11!3
. ~76!

Numerically, we haveP(u0&→u1&)5731022 with p(Ñ
51)51 and l50.5 for the single-photon source, and
P(u0&→u2&)5831023 with p(Ñ52)53/8 andl50.7 for
the two-photon source.
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We can even perform the differentiation of polynomials
by combining reversal~64!, the ~b! reversal1 derivative,
and the~c! number shift withDN51(N5Ñ21):

cn
in→cÑ2n

in
~0<n<Ñ!

→~n11!lncÑ2(Ñ2n)
in

~0<n<Ñ!

→~n11!lncn11
in ~0<n<N5Ñ21!, ~77!

i.e.,

f ~l!5 (
n50

Ñ

cn
inln→ d f

dl
5 (

n50

Ñ21

cn11
in ~n11!ln. ~78!

These teleportation-based manipulations as examined so
far are in fact built up by connecting the EPR resources and
Bell measurements. For example, a chain of the elements to
realize the reversal of photon number-states, is shown in Fig.
4, as described in Eq.~64!. The circles and triangles repre-
sent the squeezed vacuum states and Bell measurements, re-
spectively. The manipulations~a! and ~d! are indicated with
dotted boxes. It is also seen that the~d! is composed of the
two ~a!’s, as described in Eq.~66!. The photon-subtracted
EPR resource in Eq.~3! for the manipulation~b! is also
obtained in these diagrams by attaching a beam splitter and a
single-photon detector to each mode of a squeezed vacuum
state@11#. In this way, these manipulations form a semigroup
as chains of the EPR resources and Bell measurements. The
inverse, however, does not exist for any of them, since the
number-state is truncated by the number-sumÑ of the Bell
measurement.

The number-state manipulations may also be applied to
the multimode states. It is interesting that the truncated but
ideally squeezed vacuum state is obtained by performing the
~d! scaling ofr 51/l on the one mode oful& so as to cancel
the squeezing parameterl,1. It achieves maximal en-

tanglement withl51 in Eq. ~2! but is finite dimensional, as
used for the teleportation in generic Hilbert spaces@1#:

ul51,N&5
1

AN11
(
n50

N

un&un&

5
u0&u0&1•••1uN&uN&

AN11
. ~79!

The success probability is estimated from Eqs.~14! and~58!
with r 5l9/l851/l andcn

in5(12l2)1/2ln:

P~ ul51,N&)5
p~N!2

~N11!2
~12l2!~12l92!~12l82!l82N.

~80!

Numerically, we have P(ul51,N51&)5131022 for
(u0&u0&1u1&u1&)/A2 and P(ul51,N52&)5231024 for
(u0&u0&1u1&u1&1u2&u2&)/A3, respectively, with l50.7,
l850.49, l950.7, andp(N52)53/8. More generally, by
applying scissors~71! we obtain

ul51,N1 ,N2&5
uN1&uN1&1•••1uN2&uN2&

A~N22N1!11
. ~81!

Furthermore, we can make the manipulations as

ul&→uN&uN&→uN2DN&uN&. ~82!

It should be mentioned here that an interesting scheme
has been proposed recently for multimode operations on
number-states which are implemented conditionally with lin-
ear optical operations and zero-one-photon detections@23#. It
will be relevant to the present investigation for teleportation-
based manipulations. While we have used specific EPR re-
sources so far, we may prepare on demand the EPR resources
as templates for certain manipulations. For example, if we
prepare theN-photon EPR resourceuN,d&12

(1) with dN1
50for

only one component ofk5N1 in d, we obtain the quantum
filter of uN1& state. In this way, we can make various manipu-
lations of number-states via teleportation with number-sum
measurement.

V. SUMMARY

In summary, we have investigated the number-state ma-
nipulation based on teleportation with number-sum measure-
ment. In the present scheme, squeezed vacuum states with
number difference 0 are used as primary entanglement re-
source, while single-photon sources are not required. The
projective measurement of the Bell state with certain
number-sum and phase difference 0 is adopted specifically as
the number-sum measurement, which may be done with lin-
ear optical elements, i.e., beam splitters, phase shifters, and
zero-one-photon detectors. The number-phase Bell states as
N-photon EPR resource are really generated from a pair of
squeezed vacuum states by the number-sum measurement.
Some basic manipulations are obtained via teleportation with
these EPR resources and the number-sum Bell measurement.

FIG. 4. A chain of the elements to realize the reversal of photon
number-states, as described in Eq.~64!. The circles and triangles
represent the squeezed vacuum states and Bell measurements, re-
spectively. The manipulations~a! and ~d! are indicated with dotted
boxes. It is also seen that the~d! is composed of the two~a!’s, as
described in Eq.~66!.
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Then, by combining these basic tools we can perform vari-
ous manipulations of number-states. The desired generation
of these EPR resources as well as the number-sum measure-
ment will be realized experimentally with linear optics.
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